Unit 16

Recupero

Grammar

will • Previsioni e fatti futuri

1 Scrivi frasi al futuro con will (✓) o won’t (✗) e i verbi del riquadro.

- be (x2)
- do
- drive (x3)
- live
- speak

1 we/on other planets/next few years (✗)
2 people/to school/future (✗)
3 I/university/after/secondary school (✗)
4 people/electric cars/2050 (✓)
5 I/bed/early/tonight (✓)
6 everybody/Chinese/future (✓)
7 I/20/September/next year (✓)
8 you/tired/in the morning (✓)
9 robots/the housework/2018 (✗)

4 The teacher __________, but James __________. He __________ a friend on his phone.
5 Sarah and Francesca __________ in the café this weekend. They __________ to the beach.

4 Riscrivi le frasi al Past simple. Scrivi una frase affermativa, una negativa e una interrogativa.

You watch the reality show.
1 (✓) You watched the reality show.
2 (✗) __________________________
3 (?) __________________________

He sees the film.
4 (✓) __________________________
5 (✗) __________________________
6 (?) __________________________

5 Completa le frasi con la forma corretta del Present simple o del Present continuous dei verbi fra parentesi.

1 Jack often __________ (wear) a denim jacket.
2 Look! The boys __________ (play) with the neighbour’s dog.
3 I don’t often __________ (complain) about things at school.
4 Please be quiet. Katy and I __________ (chat) on the phone.
5 James __________ (study) for an exam at the moment.

6 Scrivi frasi con be going to.

1 we/have dinner/at my grandparents’ house/tonight
2 what film/the girls/see/at the cinema?
3 Emma/buy/tickets/for the circus/today?
4 I/not come/with you/to the gym/tonight
5 my sister/study abroad/for 2 years
6 James and I/not share/a flat

Ripasso dei tempi verbali (2)

2 Scrivi la terza persona singolare dei verbi.

1 help helps
2 tidy helps
3 miss helps
4 like likes
5 fix fixes
6 put puts
7 teach teaches
8 carry carries
9 relax relaxes
10 go goes

5 Completa le frasi con la forma corretta del Present continuous dei verbi del riquadro.

not cook do eat not listen work
not play study talk text wait not go

1 They’re not playing __________ tennis. They’re __________ in the library.
2 What __________ you __________ here? __________ you __________ for someone?
3 We __________ dinner at home this evening. We __________ in a restaurant.
7 Abbina 1–7 ad a–g. Poi scrivi le frasi complete al Present perfect.

1 __ they/not meet
   They haven’t met any new people online.
2 __ you/spend
3 __ she/not use
4 __ we/had
5 __ I/check
6 __ he/buy
7 __ I/not create

8 Correggi l’errore in ciascuna delle seguenti frasi e riscrivile correttamente.

1 Leonie has chat with some friends online.
   Leonie has chatted with some friends online.
2 I not have passed my exams.
3 Pablo doesn’t have taken up horseriding.
4 We’ve being on holiday 3 times this year.
5 Joanna and Tom hasn’t had the baby yet.
6 He not has made new friends.
7 She hasn’t have a gap year.

9 Completa le frasi con uno dei verbi fra parentesi.

1 I’ve known Lara since 2003. (knew/’ve known)
2 Holly and I ________ in May. (met/have met)
3 Joe _________ a new scooter last week. (bought/has bought)
4 ________ you ever __________ a celebrity? (Did…meet/Have…met)
5 We _________ the video yet. (didn’t watch/haven’t watched)
6 I _________ an interview today. (had/have had)

10 Riscrivi le frasi con may/might, may not o might not.

1 Perhaps I won’t go to the cinema tonight.
   I might not go the cinema tonight.
2 It’s possible that Nick will study abroad next summer.
3 We’re not sure that Emily will be at the party on Friday.
4 We have a feeling that Italy will win the World Cup.
5 It’s possible that the weather will be sunny tomorrow.
6 I’m not certain that Sarah will have time for a coffee with us.

Vocabulary

Life choices

11 Completa le parole a–j. Poi abbina 1–10 ad a–j per formare espressioni sulle scelte di vita.

1 c ___________ a
2 ___________ b
3 ___________ d
4 ___________ e
5 ___________ f
6 ___________ g
7 ___________ h
8 ___________ i
9 ___________ j
10 ___________ k

Clothes (2)

12 Leggi le definizioni e scrivi i nomi dei capi di abbigliamento.

1 You wear this around your waist. b________
2 These are trousers that you wear for sport or as informal clothes. t________
3 You wear this at home, over your pyjamas. d________
4 A piece of clothing with a hood. h________
5 You wear these to protect your eyes from the sun. s________
6 Strong shoes that cover the leg, made from animal skin. l________
7 You wear these on your feet when you’re at home. s________